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40 recipes for a wide variety of pizzas, both classic and creative, made in both a countertop electric

pizza maker and in a conventional oven.Written by Australian celebrity chef Pete Evans, this book

features more than 40 recipes for a wide variety of pizzas, from classic combinations, to modern

flavors, to specialty and dessert pizzas. All of the recipes offer instructions for preparing the pizzas

in the new countertop electric pizza maker as well as in a conventional oven. The book includes four

basic doughsâ€”including a gluten-free doughâ€”which can be mixed and matched with a variety of

sauces and toppings. Throughout the book are tips and tricks for creating flawless pizzas.  TOC:

Pizza Basics Working with the dough Using the electric pizza maker Making pizza in the home oven

Recipes Pizza doughs Pizza toppings and sauces Classic pizzas Modern pizzas Special pizzas

Index  SAMPLE RECIPES: Classic Pizzas Margherita pizza Pepperoni pizza with fresh mozzarella 

Wild mushroom pizza with ham and ricotta  Chicken and basil pesto pizza Modern Pizzas Pizza with

winter squash, gorgonzola, pine nuts and sweet & sour onions Pizza with zucchini blossoms,

mozzarella and oregano Pizza with spicy shrimp, roasted peppers, and tomato salsa verde Special

Pizzas  Braised lamb shank and white bean calzone Peteâ€™s down under fish pie  Berry pizza

with maple syrup and vanilla whipped cream
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I got this book as a gift along with a pizza stone. I am a somewhat skilled home cook, although

using a pizza stone was new to me. I was excited to use recipes from a pizza expert like Pete

Evans, and browsing the book, there were plenty that jumped out at me. Most recipes are complex



and require many steps and homemade toppings. The first recipe I made involved his balsamic

onion "jam". I followed the recipe to a tee and did not get the implied results - at all. I also found that

the book lacked any instruction on techniques like rolling out dough. The result was just ok. I tried

another recipe tonight - the basic margherita pie - and again followed the instructions to a tee. The

result was kind of a mess. I'm sure I will improve with practice, but I just wanted to stress that for a

book that appears to be a basic lesson on gourmet pizzas - it is not beginner friendly. I won't give up

though :)

This is a great cook book for pizza lovers. The basic crust and sauce recipes are really easy and

fabulous tasting. Some of the recipes are complicated but I just take the concepts and adjust to

simplify. Love this book !

I am hungry as I look through this book and I have already put markers in many of the pages of

recipes that I will make. The author shows Very creative recipes and yet they are not over the top

crazy. The book also helps you with dough making, different types of doughs to make, and many

pizza sauces to try. I own many pizza books, but I am glad that I have this one in my library.

Definitely, this book will not sit on my shelf collecting dust, rather the pages will get stained with flour

and sauce as I refer to it, while making pizza at home.

With just over 100 pages, at least half of them covered with photographs rather than text, this is

really a rather small book, but one packed with a trove of ideas, examples and advice. And the

photographs make my mouth water. As more than one other reviewer has noted, these recipes are

not for the casual cook, but even a little effort in following them or drawing upon them for inspiration

should prove worthwhile. I was surprised at the spare simplicity of Evans' recommended red sauce,

but his rationale for that bare bones approach -- letting the toppings themselves shine -- certainly

makes sense. And having as a personal goal the construction of pizzas to rival what is in those

photographs is a noble ambition, in my view. A very useful and inspirational treatise on pizzas, and

highly recommended.

Living in central Florida (USA), I frequently shop at a Publix supermarket, and one day after

checking out my groceries, this book by Pete Evans caught my attention... especially the 25-percent

off price. I love to cook and to eat, and fresh, homemade pizza is one of my favorite foods. This is

my first cookbook dedicated to pizza, and I am very happy that I had the opportunity to purchase



such an informative, content-rich and photographically-appealing book... that has answered most of

the questions I had about making a pizza.My latest pizza creation, a Chicken Florentine Pizza, uses

a Classic Pizza Dough recipe from this book. The recipe is located at:Ref: Chicken Florentine Pizza,

Part 1 of 2 - The Pizza Dough - (303) . . . [...]Ref: Chicken Florentine Pizza, Part 2 of 2 - Inside The

Pizza - (304) . . . [...]

If you love making pizza and need some new idea, pick this book up. Not only is it full of photos that

will make your mouth water, but it includes a plenty of creative recipes that will inspire you to have

pizza night every night. Highly recommended!

If your home oven reaches at least 500 , this culinary masterpiece will remain in your family for

years... I have my kids friends over and we pump out a variety of wholesome, great tasting pizzas

over a 4 hour period, sampling, critiquing , everyone has their favs and always want to do it again

soon . The confits are simple and the pepperadelle is easy to make and a fantastic topping... This

book gets it right! Salute!

I bought this for my daughter in law. She loves this book. She is making wonderful pizzas from

scratch even the sauce and they are wonderful.
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